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The Basics:

Step 1:
Place the Dunnage bag between the empty gap between
your cargo. Ensure that at least 70% of the surface area is
covered by the Dunnage bag. If your cargo has sharp edges,
use buffer material to prevent damaging the bag.
Step 2:
Make sure the bag is placed at least one inch above
the floor, not extending above the top or sides of the
load.
Step 3:
Begin inflating the bag until reaching the ideal working air
pressure. Once this has been acheived, remove the
inflator-tool from the valve.

How to Inflate/Deflate Safelock Valve:
Step 1:
Position the SafeLock Tip over the SafeLock Valve
and push the plastic rim down to lock the SafeLock Tip
into place. If you are reusing the bag, be sure the Valve is
closed before inflating.
Step 2:
Once the Safelock Tip has snapped onto the
SafeLock Valve, begin inflating until the bag has
reached the desired air pressure. To remove the
SafeLock Tip, pull the rim up.
Step 3:
To deflate, press and turn the Valve. The Valve remains open
until turned back. The slots in the valve allow for a coin to
be used to press and turn the Valve open and closed.

How to Inflate/Deflate JetFlow Valve:

Step 1:
Push the ‘Mini JetFlow air gun’ directly into the middle
of the JetFlow Valve. Our JetFlow Valves do not need any
additional Tips/Nozzles to inflate.
Step 2:
Once the Mini JetFlow air gun is secure, start
inflating. The air gun has a built in Venture system,
so once the bag has reached the ideal working
pressure any extra air will automatically vent from
the back of the airgun. Once full, close the cap.
Step 3:
In the event you need more air pressure, simply cover the
back of the air gun with you hand. To deflate the bag, push
the middle black part of the JetFlow valve all the way down
until it locks.

How to Inflate/Deflate Combo Valve:

Step 1:
Position the Combo Tip over the Combo Valve and push down.
The Combo Tip will automatically Snap onto the Valve.
If you are reusing the bag, ensure the Valve is closed first.
Step 2:
Once the Combo Tip has snapped onto the Combo
Valve, begin inflating until the bag has reached the
desired air pressure. To remove the Combo Tip, pull
the rim up.
Step 3:
To deflate, press and turn the red stem in the middle
of the Combo Valve. The Valve remains open until turned
back into the closed position.

Thank you for your patience and for your interest in
International Dunnage.
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